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Utilizing improvisation, choreography, theatrical elements and technical design, I make contemporary 
dance and performance for both site-specific installations and the stage. My work cultivates intimate and 
meditative spaces for audiences to engage with their own experiences of authenticity, vulnerability, and 
humanity.  

Considering the body and movement as a medium that holds memory and history, past and present 
structures, cultural and contemporary mythologies, I ask questions and my body moves to answer. My 
work focuses on effort, endurance, repetition, and symbolism in movement, while remaining emotionally 
virtuosic and physically technical. I aim for my work to be impressive, as in leaving an impression.  

My work explores how diverse identities experience common sentiments, and the dynamics of emotionally 
intimate relationships. I research questions surrounding power, justice, grief, anger, joy, fear, love, and 
violence and respond to these seemingly incomprehensible and overwhelming subjects through the 
practice of creating performance work. 

Drawing on cultural phenomenon in our contemporary society, my movement researches cyclical patterns 
and complex structures, both historical and current, that confine, liberate, and codify our movement. I 
propose movement as a language for translating human experience and exploring the “universal” legibility 
of the body. I aim for exactitude and multiplicity in my work to allow for diversity in its accessibility.   

My work practices myth making: how our shared histories form communal knowledge and how we 
collectively and continually create stories and heroes to understand, explain, and identify ourselves. I aim to 
create emotional environments for movement to communicate across barriers of individual history or 
identity.  

Simultaneously, my work re-contextualizes contemporary mythology and pop culture from a feminist 
perspective. My performance questions hierarchy: who has access to physical space and how it should be 
used. I aim to create performances that at once challenge and dismantle existing structures while creating 
new contexts for familiar experiences. 

Art has culturally and historically been a catalyst for change, and artists have a responsibility to create work 
that speaks to their community. Performance and dance are acts of resistance in their very nature: battling 
gravity, the body’s natural structures, the social norms and definitions of “acceptable” movement. By 
displacing and disrupting form while continuously reframing our surrounding architectures, we engage in 
politics of the body and space.  

Reactions to my performances are rooted in the personal experience of the viewer and subject to their entry 
point and desire for engagement with the work. I ask audiences to become aware of their own bodies in 
space, and reflect on the ways in which our bodies can communicate with vulnerability and authenticity 
outside of the space where the performance takes place.  

I aim to cultivate empathy through art.  
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